Press Release

Antwerp diamond centre denounces accusations: controls did
not fail
Antwerp, 11 september 2017 – The Antwerp World Diamond Centre denounces accusations
made by Global Witness earlier today regarding three shipments of diamonds from
Zimbabwe which were traded in Antwerp between December 2013 and September 2014.

According to Global Witness, European sanctions that are enforced against Zimbabwe may
have been violated, because of the sale of three shipments of Zimbabwean diamonds in
Antwerp, which may have indirectly benefitted the ZDI (Zimbabwe Defence Industries).
Global Witness claims ZDI may be shareholder of Anjin, the Chinese company that sold
Zimbabwean goods in Antwerp. Global Witness makes these claims based on a statement
by the Zimbabwean State Secretary for Mines, Gift Chimanikire (MDC), in the Zimbabwean
parliament in December 2012. The statement was dispelled a month later, by the Minister of
Finance, Tendai Biti (MDC). The company Anjin itself was never on the European sanctions
list.
The Antwerp World Diamond Centre, representing the Antwerp diamond industry, strongly
denounces all the accusations made by Global Witness.
Ari Epstein, CEO AWDC: “When the European Union decided in September 2013, to lift the
sanctions on Zimbabwe, AWDC took several initiatives before deciding whether or not the
Zimbabwean goods could be traded on the Antwerp market:
1. First and foremost AWDC initiated an investigation into the structures behind mining
company Anjin and other mining companies active in Marange and Chimanimani.
The results of this investigation revealed there was no indication that the legal entity
ZDI was co-owner of Anjin.
2. AWDC also requested the Kimberley Process, the collaborating organisation
between industry, governments and NGO’s, including Global Witness until 2011,
whether or not diamonds, bought in Zimbabwe (Harare) were allowed to be
imported under the existing KP conditions. The KPCS’s response to this request was
positive.
3. The AWDC explicitly asked the European Union whether Zimbabwean goods could
be imported to Antwerp and paid for. The European Commision responded positive
to this inquiry.
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Therefore, AWDC is convinced all due diligence was performed adequately with sufficient
guarantees that only conflict-free diamonds, conforming fully with EU sanctions policies,
were traded in Antwerp.
On a daily basis, some 550 shipments of diamonds are being processed in Antwerp.
Despite the accusations made by Global Witness are unjust, it is correct that it is critical that
each and every shipment is controlled in detail. These extensive controls are an absolute
priority for Antwerp.

Antwerp World Diamond Centre (AWDC) is an industry-established foundation, whose

mission is to serve and support the diamond business in Antwerp, the world's most
important diamond trade hub. AWDC is the coordinating body and the official
representative of the Antwerp diamond sector, and as such is recognized internationally as
the host, spokesperson and intermediary for the Belgian diamond community. In this
capacity, AWDC liaises on behalf of the Belgian diamond sector with governments and
actively promotes support for the diamond sector at home and abroad.
84% of all rough diamonds and 50% of all polished diamonds pass through Antwerp.
Diamonds represent 5% of the total Belgian exports and 15% of all Belgian exports outside
the EU, making diamonds the most important export product outside the EU.
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